New images provided by Herschel 1 and Planck now provide a spectacular evidence of the intricate and filamentary structure of the interstellar medium, betraying its turbulent nature 2 . At the origin of the shaping process are massive stars, which inject kinetic energy into the ISM through their winds and cataclysmic fate i.e. supernovae explosion. However, the interface where the energy from massive-star-winds is transferred to the ISM has proven hard to probe observationally. Combining Spitzer and IRAM 30m data, we here propose an observational study of a mechanism that transfers kinetic energy from the winds of massive stars to turbulent motion of cold gas in Orion: the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability.
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HII region X-Ray plasma Orion Bar < Multi-wavelength overview of the Orion nebula. Overlay of the IRAM 30m 12 CO J=2-1 maps integrated emission in velocity between -5 and 8 km.s -1 (blue), and 12 and 25 km.s -1 (red), tracing the cold (10-100 K) molecular gas, and 8 µm emission from MSX (green, 18'' resolution) tracing dust and warm (100-10 3 K) gas at the surface of clouds. The spatial resolution of the maps is 12 " (0.025 pc) and the spectral resolution is 0.4 km.s -1 .
A close-up view of the peculiar structure (the Ripples) seen in the region of contact between HII region and cold molecular gas. 12 CO (2-1) emission at different velocities (blue) overlaid on the Spitzer IRAC 3.6 µm map (attributed to PAH emission, green, 2.5'' resolution).
> What is at the origin of this periodical structure ? We propose that the observed structure is due to the development of a Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instability. The low density HII gas runs over the higher density cold molecular cloud and excites the KH hydrodynamical instability. The possibility to develop such an instability in the present context can be investigated by looking at the evolution of the largest allowed spatial wavelength (λKH) as a function of the physical parameters (velocity of HII gas vf and density of HII gas nf) as shown in Figure 3 . We find that the instability can easily grow with typical conditions as those found in Orion 3,4 .
> What does it result in ?
The figure shows the 4 point velocity increment of 13 CO map 5 (i.e. traces the velocity gradient) in the same field of view as in Fig 1, for a 2 pixel (22'') step. The turbulent nature of the cloud is obvious. The KHI appear as three bright knots. 
> Conclusion
The ignition of the KH instability provokes the formation of a wavelike structure at the surface of the Orion molecular cloud. This regular structure can then evolve and take a chaotic form. A fraction of the energy from the wind of the massive stars has hence been transferred to turbulent motion of the molecular cloud. Similarly, rising smoke into air experiences KHI and eventually breaks up into a chaotic structure (Fig. 5) . 
